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These meetings are the ultimate

opportunity to set a clear shared

vision and expectations,

increase engagement and

develop your team. For the best

results, you should be holding a

30 minute 1:1 meeting weekly

with each member of your team.

It's vital to do them regularly, as

you need to provide ...
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Hard Change

What hard changes 

do you want to make?

Sitting in silence;

change my one on

one's with my team;

ask more

questions; be

vulnerable

I am going to,

once and for

all, tame the

advice

monster!

I am going

to lose 20

pounds

Practicing listening

more than speaking.

not allowing my Tell-

it monster out too

soon, staying

curious longer. 

Stop being

the rescuer

understand and create

more value through

leadership - now I am

no longer a "specialist"

I am learning to be a

"leader" 

Don't accept the

first answer/

solution.  Ask

more questions

Focus on the

process, not

outcomes

When to keep

asking Qs and

give advice

Take time to

process

instead of

jumping to

solution

To find

more

discipline
Focus more on

intimate

connection (1:1

conversation,

"How are you

doing?")

Letting go

of things /

the past

To slow

down and

be more

self-aware

Focus on a

long term

objective

daily

Jumping in

with advice/

own story too

much

Asking more

questions and

jump to

solutions less

Being more

direct

More

significant

contributions

(laser not

shotgun)

Step away from

inbox addiction

changing focus

like a ping-pong

ball...

Consider avoiding

short-cut solutions

to get it done fast,

at the expense of

doing it right

Less direct,

listen more.

Active

listening (not

listening to

respond)

Active

listening

YOUR ADVICE MONSTER

Which Advice Monster 

is yours?

Tell-it: Left over

from my

previous career

that fed the

monster daily

Control it -

total type A

person who

needs control!

Tell-it  Control-it

Go for the quick

win, the quick

solution

provider.

Save it with

a side of

control it

Tell-it,

followed by

save it
Mike:

Save-It
Save it

Ian: All 3.

Geoff: Tell It

Save it

Mike: Save

it

Tom: Tell it

You're trying

to show

you're

VALUABLE or

CAPABLE

Raj: ALL THE

MONSTERS!

Tell it, Save it,

Control it

Andy: Tell It,

Save it

(tells his wife

which knife to

use)

Kara: A little

of all.

Personal:

Save it, Tell It
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Take the

ego out of

my

coaching

YOUR ACTIONS

I am going to

ask more

questions than

provide

answers

change my one

on one's; use

the 7 questions

daily

reread the book! 

maybe the

audiobook per

Lesley's

comments

Asking more What

and How questions,

being prepared to be

uncomfortable - esp.

with silences. asking

more open ended

questions. 

create a list

of

questions

like Mike

Challenge

clients status

quo by asking

harder

questions

try it out on

my team in

next month's

1:1's

Ask more

questions,

practice 7

questions

1. Watch my

Ego

1) A small pause

before

engaging will

offer time to

quite the

monster(s)

Finish reading but

also 'digest' this

book! Test

principles

deliberately on

TUESDAYS!

1. Stop

talking &

ask

questions

2. Bring

more Eco

into my

coaching

Practice using

the 7 questions

at my future one

on one with staff

2. Get

Personal -

Nurture the

tribe

Listen

more,

Silence!

Stop solving others'

problems

Ask questions

longer

Coach people to

come to their own

conclusions

Take more

time to be

curious

longer

Tom: Turn more

conversations to

listening

2) Go into each

week with "1 in the

chamber". (First up

is, "and what

else?")

Apply this to

sales discovery

conversations

3. Get

comfortable

with silence...

active

listening

Make videos /

coach others in

using

Smartsheet

3) look to be

more blunt,

paired with

listening more

(be lazy)

Stop and

reflect

Long term

goals daily &

make

progress

How to be

more

disciplined

Tom: Read

the book

BIGGEST A-HA MOMENTS / WHAT DID YOU NOT LIKE?

Like: its ok to

be curious

about the

client

A-Ha Moments - 1. You're

solving the wrong problem 2.

You're proposing a mediocre

solution 3. looking for quick

wins. 4. demotivates advice

receivers 5. Stay curious and

silent longer 6. potentially

leaving information/money on

the table.

* Love that

this book is

content-rich

and

actionable

realize my

monster,

implement

change, realize

this is

evolutionary

Like: Its ok

to be

vulnerable

Not Like:

exposed some

hard change

that I have to

make

A-HA - I talk

too much! 

This is truly

HARD to do and

people notice

when you

"practice" on

them!

It's better to be

authentic, real,

vulnerable.

Nobody expects

you to have the

right answers

If I had an hour to

solve a problem,

50m asking q,

10m coming up

with solution

Slipping

back into

the advice

trap!

understand and create

more value through

leadership - now I am

no longer a "specialist"

I am learning to be a

"leader" 

Andy:  Self-

awareness,

I'm a TELL-IT!

Stop

talking!!

Author's been

following me?

Am keen to

try.

JB be

generous

with silence

Raj:

Awareness -

OMG

moment!

Is your help

really helping?

How is the other

taking it?

Fake

listening? 

no no

Kara: Self

Awareness

Gives advice

other than

asking

questions

Don't need

a runway

speech

Advice can

disempower

individuals, it's not

really helpful if

"shoved" in front of

the conversation

How to get

away from

advice-giving

Coach-like

behaviours can

be very useful in

sales / facilitating

Too many

acronyms

(TERA)

I'm a save-it

monster!

A LOT of

content -

could be

more

succinct

Penny:

Transformative


